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Summary
This module will perform clustering of flow cytometry data with a known specified
number and position of sub populations. Flow cytometry data shall be provided in a
matrix-like tab-delimited text file. This may be produced either by conversion from FCS
using the ImmPortFCSConvLogicleTrans module (optionally followed by the
ImmPortColSelection module), or by conversion from CSV using the ImmPortCSV2TXT
module. Positions of the populations are provided with a centroid file generated by the
ImmPortFLOCK module, which will typically be executed on a different data file being
compared with.
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Parameters
Name

Description

*Input file

A data table, i.e., a tab-delimited text file with columns
corresponding to parameters and rows to events. The first row
is a heading labeling parameters. Such a text file is supposed to
be generated from an FCS file by the
ImmPortFCSConvLogicleTrans module.

*Centroid file

A text file specifying the position of each of the cell populations.
Such a text file is supposed to be generated by the
ImmPortFLOCK module (file population_center.txt).
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*Number of
iterations

The number of iterations that the algorithm will use to
match events with the closest population. The default value
of 1 usually works well for samples that are similar to each
other. The value may be increased up to 10 to process
more heterogeneous sets of samples. Please note that
increasing the number of iterations will linearly increase the
time of execution of the module.

Input Files
1. Input file
A data table, i.e., a tab-delimited text file with columns corresponding to parameters
and rows to events. The first row is a heading labeling parameters. The text file is
supposed to be generated from an FCS file by the ImmPortFCSConvLogicleTrans
module.

Output Files
1. Expression profiles
A tab-delimited text file named profile.txt containing expression profiles (i.e., values
from [1 to n] where n is commonly 4) of each population (in rows) for each marker
(in columns)
2. Population assignment
A text file named population id.txt containing population identifiers (i.e, values from [1
to n] where n is number of populations) corresponding to (and maintaining the order
of) events in the input data file, one identifier per row.)
3. Population proportions
A tab-delimited text file named percentage.txt containing two columns: Population ID
and Percentage. Rows after the header include the population identifiers and
percentage of events within that population (relatively to the whole data file)
4. Mean fluorescence intensities
A tab-delimited text file named MFI.txt containing the population identifiers in the first
column (i.e, values from [1 to n] where n is number of populations), and the mean
fluorescence intensity of that particular population for each of the markers in
additional columns. The order of the markers (also referred to as parameters or
channels) is maintained from the input data file.

Example Data
Run the module with Input.file = Selected_Columns_CKJN_A05.txt, Centroid.file =
population_center.txt, Number.of.iterations = 1
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Platform Dependencies
Module type:

Flow Cytometry

CPU type:

Any

OS:

Any

Language:

C

GenePattern Module Version Notes
Date

Version

Description

09/24/12

v.1

Initial Version
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